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ABSTRACT
Summary of Proposal
The ultimate objective of our final project for DMA 160 is to find a 
potential solution to the unsustainable flaws within product design. For 
this design case study, we will focus on revising/reinventing the 
fabrication process of pop sneakers to produce a net-positive 
environmental impact. We’re done with the false virtue signaling from 
larger corporations in an attempt to fool consumers into believing that 
they are making a difference. No more fancy cash grabs. No bullshit. 
Mad transparent. 

Our project will manifest in the form of a website -- Complete with an 
interactive 3D model of our speculative design for a sustainable shoe for 
the future.

Hopefully having our project in this format will allow for our speculative 
design to be easily shared to inspire a wider audience. 



CONCEPT / TOPIC 
How our concept relates to a class topic 

Over the course of this class, we’ve delved into various industries of 
irresponsible and unsustainable human manufacturing practices. Uncovering 
issues in pencils, processed foods, and especially plastics. Raising awareness 
about our impact as consumers is key in  shifting culture towards a more 
conscious and sustainable lifestyle. The joy in interactive hands on learning like 
fermentation through sourdough and kombucha making is the same excitement 
we hope to replicate towards new manufacturing possibilities. We are focused 
on creating a symbiotic shoe manufacturing processes with nature. Getting 
people further involved in the wonders of the natural world in a fun and 
fashionable way.



CONTEXT & 

PRECEDENCE
-Building upon emerging and sustainable solutions to 
address environmental pollutants in sneaker 
manufacturing
- Nike sells about 25 shoes every passing second. 
There is no standard of material quality.
- Nike’s advertising and promotion costs amounted to 
approximately 3.11 billion U.S. dollars in 2021. 
- Set out to examine the ways in which shoes have 
been historically designed and produced. 



EXAMINING PRODUCTION
To begin this process, we had to first figure out how shoes, at a base level, are 
made. 

How Shoes have been made in bulk for the past 50 years, step by step:

Starts with  shoe lass and masking tape.
Designer makes this tape model then the pattern is turned digital

Laser cut pattern pieces for sampling process
Samples finalized then move to production

Production:
- Machine creates shoe molds
- 3D models are made for the base of the sneaker
- CNC makes molds for sneaker soles (looks like cutting metal) 
- Each shoe size needs its own mold
- Molds are tested for proper sealing

- Metalization process – plastic made into real looking metal?
- Metal is evaporated in a vacuum chamber

- Turning plastic into metal?
- Mold injected with material for the sole  
- Produced soles are cleaned

Fabric
- Lasercut the fabrics
- Sewn by hand

Shoe lasting
- Top of shoe pressed on shoe last so that it can be bound to the sole
- Shoe upper and lowers pressed by hydraulic press

** Not only will shoe have to endure normal use but also a typical manufacturing process



CURRENT STATE
NIKE as an example

Size of  Company

- Made outside US (China and Vietnam) – indicative of lots of shoe companies
- 1 mil+ workers
- More than 500k products
- 785 contracted companies

Raw materials used:

6 main materials used in most nike products: Polyester, rubber, eva foam, cotton, synthetic leather, 
leather

- 19% of polyester nike uses for clothing is recycled – Nike recycled 82 million plastic water bottles to 
create polyester\

- 70% of Nike shoes now user “environmentally friendly rubber” (released 2002) : altered rubber is made 
by incorporating more benign accelerators and vegetable oils, they also modify the processing.

- Eva foam is a very environmentally friendly material used in many shoes. The main producers of Eva 
Foam are located in China. EVA stands for Ethylene Vinyl Acetate. Eva Foam is one of the most efficient 
and cheap materials that Nike uses in their shoes. 

- Nike uses 1,500 different material vendors, suppliers, and companies. All the companies that they buy 
from are independent businesses.

- Air Zoom Alpha Fly NEXT% Next Nature made of “50 % recycled content by weight” (careful wording on 
website indicates recycled content is low but makes up highest density) 

- 3D printed textile 20% TPU, 45% recycled polyester, Sock liner 100%, 100% polyester, film coating 
50% recycled TPU, 20% recycled foam, Zoomx 70% recycled foam recycled TPU

**Information sourced from Ohio State University study of Nike Sneaker production

https://news.nike.com/news/nike-air-zoom-alphafly-next-nature-official-images-release-date


PROJECT 

PROPOSAL



• Common material shoe material replacements for leather, plastic, foam and dyes. 
• Build an understanding for the versatility of some bio materials

RESEARCH MATERIALS

Photos / videos / animations / drawings…

Documentation



TOP OF SHOE MATERIAL

We researched several possibilities for potential top materials of our shoe. All 
options had pros and cons.

Options:

SCOBY Leather
Mycelium Leather
Mango and Pineapple Leather
Vegan Suede
Pine skin
Upcycled wool cloth

Ultimately we decided on using one of the first materials we chose to research: 
SCOBY Leather. 



ABOUT SCOBY LEATHER

- Harvested and dried 
- Only needs sweetened tea to grow
- Grown from bacteria and yeast culture
- Avoids chemical based tanning. Chemicals normally used are not eco-friendly. 

Process usually emits toxic gasses 
- SCOBY Leather is biodegradable
- Easy to sew but also GLUE

- **Does require tanning and water proofing treatment for durability

- **Not that durable, may deteriorate with wear
- This could be okay. More sales and still less economic consequence. 

Planned obsolescence that does not hurt the environment.

Pros and **Cons



Henry uses node based texturing techniques to mimic the products of the 
natural world.

Photos / videos / animations / drawings…

Documentation



Rough Draft of texture made to mimic SCOBY LEATHER (Cinema 4D Redshift)



BASE OF SHOE MATERIAL

We researched several possibilities for potential top materials of our shoe. All 
options had pros and cons.

Options:

Aquafaba (chickpea foam)
Algae foam
Sawdust
Recycled cork (wine bottles)
Pure-hemp fiber plastics

We are leaning toward using Algae Foam although it is not our ideal solution.



ABOUT ALGAE FOAM

Algae Foam Info:

- Beneficial because algae bloom is toxic to marine life and humans

- Algae is fastest growing plant on Earth
- Temperatures rise and Algae thrives too much

- By harvesting the algae, they keep the ecology of the waterways in balance, use less non-renewable oil, 
and use GMO- and pesticide-free feedstock. Additionally, the foam has antimicrobial properties, which are 
solely derived from algae. This antimicrobial component is 99.99% effective against the growth of odor-
causing bacteria. All foams are also hypoallergenic.

- Algenesis announced today that their Soleic 52F bio-foam has proven to biodegrade in the natural 
environment and the results have been published in a Peer-Reviewed Science Paper.

- Different algae materials show hope of completely biodegradable-ability

**Not biodegradable but there is hope for the future
**Recycled green algae mixed with EVA (Ethylene Vinyl Acetate)

Pros and **Cons



This is a sample outline of what our final website design could look like. Please read notes on image for better context.



• Mycelium growable sandals

• Custom fitted/molded shoe or slides

• A simple but unique design that peaks interest

PREVIOUS IDEATION 

(sketch)



WHY STRIVE TO 

MAKE AN IMPACT?

As the world continues to heavily rely on environmentally 
harmful materials such as plastics, companies meet 
increasing consumer demands at the expense of the planet. 
To turn the tide of mindless waste, having people 
understand the extent of current fabrication practices and 
learn about possible solutions of the near future. I think this 
attitude of change can only be instilled through positivity and 
excitement for what’s to come. Addressing and influencing 
consumer demand is the only path towards halting the 
production of materials such as plastics. Establishing a 
symbiotic manufacturing relationship with nature and learning 
from millions of years of biological evolution is key. Current 
production infrastructure remains drastically unsustainable, 
change is needed as soon as it can come. By creating 
excitement towards the use of biomaterials, I hope 
generations could be inspired to rework all of our 
environmentally harmful practices. 



CONCLUSION

What’s the point?

Shoe manufacturing, for the most part, as 
remained the same for 80+ years. We’re striving 
to create a vision of sustainability with shoes life 
cycle. By reinventing current ideas of 
manufacturing, inspiring inspire younger 
generations to become more consumer 
conscious and garner enthusiasm towards our 
global pursuit of a green future. Shoes have the 
power to reach anyone, I believe with a admirable 
mission, innovative design, and easy scalability, 
we can get people to start thinking differently 
about the products and materials around them, 
starting with what’s on their feet.
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